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of this system lie in an inadequate selection
reproduce, and unskilful commentaries.
happily avoided. Selection had to be heai
but the 90 or so (out of the many thous
articles reproduced seem on the whole we]
with few important omissions. One is Haki
admirable study on Helsinki public trans
perhaps another is Farmer and Chambers' (
work on accident proneness to which a 1;
these two authors was preferred. Further,
comments-sometimes unfavourable but;
are soundly based, lucid, and realistic, and a
reliable as any this reviewer has encountere
argue that singling out articles 'which emb4
methodological) errors and are seriously
them', even for the authors' laudable purp
justice; but such sentiment is misplaces
research has suffered heavily from enthusi
technique, and the authors are right t(
critically some of the work on which substa
of accident causation are based including,
is glad to see, inter alia that which produce
able 'drive as you live' hypothesis.

This book admirably fulfills its purpost
recommended without qualification to all
accident research. The frequent excuse th
mental statements of principles and techniqi
in statistical works is no longer valid. The
printed and produced, and excellently writ
the modern American 'scientific' idiom.

Hakkinen, S. (1958). Traffc Accidents and Driver C
Statistical and Psychological Study. Finlar
Technology, Scientific Researches, No. 13. H

Farmer, E., and Chambers, E. G. (1926). A psych
individual differences in accident rates. Rep.
Bd, Lond., No. 38.

Some Newcastle Papers on Industrial
Biostatistics 1956-1961. (Pp. 233, no
University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 1964.

This elegant volume is comprised of som
or so publications which have emanated
quennium 1956-61 from the Nuffield D(
Industrial Health in the University of Ne
Tyne. The wide range of research which ha
out by Professor Browne and his colleague;
years is reflected in the variety of the papers.
section on the teaching of occupational heal
by sections on industrial medicine, dust d
lungs, biostatistics, occupational hygiene, an(
Readers of this Journal have already had th
to see many of these papers when they w
published, and a number of the other
appeared in other widely read medical jour
of our readers may have seen the papers on
erosion of teeth which appeared in several de

These papers were all published before
striking how up to date they are; this is as
because a university department should be
norm of contemporary thought and devel
the Newcastle school more than satisfies 1

i of studies to
These are

vily restricted
.and possible)
11 chosen and
kinen's (1958)
sport drivers;
'1926) pioneer
ater paper of

The proportions which the various branches of occupa-
tional medicine occupy in this anthology are well
balanced. Clinical medicine, statistics, occupational
hygiene, animal experimentation, and the philosophy of
the subject have all been accorded their due place in the
selection of the papers included.

T. S. Scorr

the authors' Review on International Symposium on Electrical
always fair- Accidents. (Pp. 269; no price stated.) Geneva: I.L.O.
1S consistently 1964.
d. Some may Thanks to the high standards of safety the number of
ody (common deaths from electric shock in this country has increased
weakened by only slowly despite the remarkable increase in the use of
lose, is rough electricity. What contribution has medicine to make to
d. Accident this problem? In essence, no different from other in-
asm usurping dustrial accidents and diseases-prevention, treatment,
o re-examine and study of the late sequelae-although rather like the
intial theories migraine aura, the picture might appear distorted by gross
this reviewer change in one or more dimension.
d the fashion- The international symposium held in Paris three years

ago heard contributions from doctors and engineers. The
e and can be doctors considered first the collection of statistics to relate
interested in the various electrical and physical parameters of an
at the funda- accident to the immediate consequences and the develop-
ues are buried ment of complications. Whether an attempt should be
e book is well made to collect comprehensive data on every accident or
ten though in whether it would be preferable to define a problem and

then plan an investigation to attempt to find a solution
P. FROGGATr was unfortunately not considered. After a review of
'haracteristics. A present-day knowledge of the physiological effects of
nd's Institute of electric current, the meeting next went on to consider the
lelsinki. pathological sequelae of electrical accidents. The paper
ological study of by Professor Andreuzzi on 'Cardiac Disorders, Nervous
indust. Fat. Res. Disorders and Sensory Disorders' ranged widely but

unfortunately is not sufficiently critical and does not
allow the interested reader to make up this deficiency as

Health and there are no references. The reports by Drs. Hossli and
price stated.) Hauf give a good review of first aid to victims of electrical

accidents; the second of these papers is carefully
Le30 of the 50 documented.
in the quin- The technical section contains reports on prevention of
epartment of electrical hazards and work planning, on protective equip-
wcastle upon ment, on prevention of low voltage electrical accidents,
s been carried and on safety training and education. An interesting
s in these five comment on this section will bear on many aspects of
The opening industrial accident and disease prevention in the coming

Ith is followed years. This concerns difficulties encountered by migrant
lisease of the workers in the European Economic Community. It was
d ergonomics. suggested that they should not be actively handicapped
e opportunity by unnecessarily large differences between the various
ere originally national safety regulations.
articles have W. R. LEE
rnals, but few
occupational
ntal journals. Progress in Chemical Toxicology. Vol. II. Edited by
1962 but it is A. Stolman. (Pp. 416; illustrated; lOOs.) New York and
it should be, London: Academic Press. 1965.
ahead of the This second volume in the series edited by Dr. A.
lopment, and Stolman sets out to present background knowledge of
this criterion. selected subjects and techniques and new developments
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